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ABSTRACT 
The Crystal Ball experiment has been taking data at the DORIS II storage 

ring at DESY/Hamburg on the T(2S) and T(lS) resonances since Summer 
1982. Results on the hadronic transitions between the T(2S) and the T(lS) are 
presented as well as measurements of the radiative decays of the T(2S) to the 
Xb states in inclusive and exclusive channels. The exclusive T(2S) -+ 7Xb -+ 
77T(lS) + 77l+l- sample allows a study of the spins of the Xb states. Also 
discussed is the present status of the ~(8.3) in the radiative decays of the T(lS). 

1. INTRODUCTION 

The family of ‘I’ resonances are bound states of the b$ system. Many prop- 
erties of these states can be calculated with the help of QCD inspired potential 
models and thus measurements of these properties provide interesting tests of 
QCD predictions 2. We report here a study of several of the major transitions 
from the T(2S) (the 2 3Sr state in spectroscopic notation) shown in Fig. 1. The 
center-of-gravity of the triplet P states (also called Xb states)is determined by 
the small range behavior of a given model and the splitting of the states is due 
to spin-orbit and tensor terms. The 1 ‘So and 2 ‘So states (ob,?‘,# have not yet 
been observed; the energy difference between corresponding ‘So and 3Sr states 
is determined by the spin-spin interaction. 

Another test of QCD is performed by studying the hadronic XT decays of 
the T(2S) down to the T(lS). B ranching ratios and invariant mass distributions 
ofhe ?TT system are compared to theoretical predictions. 

* Work supported in part by the Department of Energy under contracts DEAC02-76ER03064 
(Harvard) and DEAC03-76SF00515 (SLAC). 
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Fig. 1. The level scheme for b& bound states 
below the T(2S). 

The Crystal Ball detector at the DORIS II storage ring at DESY is partic- 
ularly suited to study these phenomena. It is a well understood, nonmagnetic 
detector; detailed descriptions can be found in References 3 and 4. It is essen- 
tially a highly segmented shell of NaI crystals covering more than 94% of 47r. 
Directions of charged particles are measured with proportional tube chambers. 

The energy of photons and electrons is measured with a resolution of 9 = 
c.y;;Y$ and their emission angle is determined with a resolution of l-2’. Non 
interacting charged particles deposit usually N 210 MeV into l-2 crystals but 
the energy distribution also has a tail towards higher energies due to nuclear 
interactions. 

During 1982-1984 the Crystal Ball accumulated N 200.103 T(2S) decays 
corresponding to an integrated luminosity of s  Ldt = 61pb-‘. The T(2S) run 
was interspersed with data taking on the T(lS) yielding -300.103 resonance 
decays (JLdt c  33pb-‘) and some data taking on the continuum below the 
T(lS) resonance (I Ldt N 4.5pb-l). 

In the following sections measurements of hadronic T(2S) decays and inclu- 
sive and exclusive radiative photon transitions from the T(2S) will be described. 
We will also discuss the status of the ~(8.3). Th e analysis techniques to study 
the various phenomena can only be sketched. For more detailed information 
the reader will be referred to the individual references. 
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2. HADRONIC TRANSITIONS ~- 

The zz transitions from the T(2S) can be viewed as a two stage process in 
which 2 gluons are radiated from this excited state and subsequently fragment 
into two pions (see Fig. 2). The Crystal Ball can measure this process through 
the reactions T(2S) + ?r”lroT(lS) and T(2S) -+ ~+lr-J’(lS), T(lS) -+ l+Z-. 

Small Scale El Emission 

10-84 
Fragmentation’ 

l-r 4947A5 

Fig. 2. Elements of the Process T(2S) + 
rep). 

The Reaction T(2S) -+ rrrOzOT(lS) -+ z”To(e+e- or p+p-) (Ref. 5) 

The analysis requires that there are exactly 6 particles well within the solid 
angle of the Ball, two of which (the lepton candidates) are nearly back to back 
with a signature typical of muons (minimum ionizing) or high energy electrons. 
The remaining 4 particles are considered to be candidates for photons from 
the z”zo decay and have to exhibit a lateral energy distribution in the crystals 
compatible with showers of electromagnetically interacting particles., To ensure 
good energy measurements of the photons all particles have to be well separated 
from each other. 

Events surviving these cuts are then fit to the hypothesis T(2S) --) 7777Z+Z- 
using energy- and momentum conservation (a 2-C fit).” For events passing 
the fit we plot the 2 photon invariant mass mrr for each pairing combination 
versus the invariant mass of the other photon pair (Fig. 3). There are 3 entries 
per event. A clear clustering of events in the region of 2 7~‘s is observed. To 
reduce background a cut of f22 MeV (corresponding to 30) on both mr7 is 
applied, as indicated. For events inside the box we calculate the mass differ- 
ence AM = MT($) - Ml+l-, where Ml+l- is the mass recoiling against the 4 7 

system, calculated from the measured photon momentum vectors. The distri- 
bution of AM (shown in Fig. 4) h as a clean peak centered at the T(2S) - T(lS) 
mass difference. 

- - 
fll We only use the directions of the leptons. 
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Fig. 3. Scatter plot of the observed m77 
masses of the 7777~+~- and 7777e+e- sam- 
ples. There are 3 entries per event. The box 
indicates the boundaries for the cut. 
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Fig. 4. Themass difference A M  = MTc2sl- 
Ml+p, where Ml+p is the mass recoiling 
against the 4 7 system. The solid curve is 
the Monte Carlo expectation from energy- 
and angular resolution. 

The final sample contains 44 events of the 7777~~~~ type and 46 events of 
the type 7777e+e- between 503 < A M  5 623 MeV. The background, estimated 
from side bands and in agreement with Monte Carlo studies, is 2 events in 
the e+e- channel and 1 event in the p+p- channel. The overall detection 

- - 
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efficiency is calculated by Monte Carlo studies to be eforoce = (10 f l)% and 
troroLcCc = (9 f l)%. Th e b ranching ratios are given in Table I. 

It is interesting to study the invariant 7r”ro mass distribution as there are 
theoretical predictions based on QCD for its shape. Our data is shown in Fig. 
5. Phasespace (dashed line) is clearly excluded; Fits to the mass distribution 
with three different theoretical modeis6~7~8 give essentially the &me prediction 
(solid line) -and p rovide a good description of the data. 

25 
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Fig. 5. The invariant r”7ro mass distribu- 
tion. The solid curve represents fits of the 
theoretical expressions to the data. 

The Reaction T(2S) + rrr+rr-T(lS) + rr+r-e+e- (Ref. 5) 

The analysis of the reaction T(2S) + mr+nr-T(lS) + 7rr+rr-e+e- is quite 
similar to the one described above. The requirements for the e+e- pair are 
essentially the same. The main difference is a rr+n- signature instead of the 
four photons. These events are then subjected to a 3-C kinematic fit to test 
the T(2S) -+ 7r+r-e+e- hypothesis. lt2 A final sample of 169 events survives 
all cuts. Monte Carlo studies indicate a total of 8 background events. 

The overall detection efficiency is estimated to be cr+r-e+e- = (17 f 3)%. 
The branching ratios are listed in Table I. Recalling the corresponding result 

r I- 2s +T”AoT 1s fOr the 7r07ro channel we calculate the ratio ,$~/2sllX+~-/(1,&)l = 0.47 f 0.11, 
consistent with isospin conservation. 

fl2 The constraints are energy and momentum conservation and the e+e- pair is constrained 
to the T(lS) mass. 
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Table I 
Branching ratios for hadronic decays T(2S) + mrT(lS) T(lS) + Z+Z-. 

I 7r07ro - channel: 

B(T(2S) --+ 7r07roT(lS)).B(T(1S) + e+e-) = (2.2f0.4 f0.2).10w3 

B(T(2S) --) 7P7PT(lS))* B(T(lS) + p+p-) = (2ifb.4 f0.3) -10-3 

Average: 

B(T(2S) + lr*1r*T(lS))~B(T(lS) + 1+1-) = (2.3f0.3 f0.3).10-3 

B(T(2S) -+ ~*?r*T(lS)) = (8.0fl.S)% =) 

rr+7~- - channel: 

B(T(2S) + 7r+?r-T(lS)).B(T(lS) + e+e-) = (4.9f0.4f1.0).10m3 

B(T(2S) + r+r-T(lS)) = (16.9 f 4.0)% '1 

a) Using Bll(T(lS)) = (2.9 f 0.3)%,see Ref. 5. 

3. PHOTON TRANSITIONS 

The Crystal Ball can study the 7 transitions from the T(2S) in two differ- 
ent ways: i) Through the inclusive reaction T(2S) + 7 + hadrons, observing 
monochromatic photon lines in the inclusive photon spectrum, or ii) through 
the exclusive channel T(2S) + 7xb + 77Y(lS) + 77 (e+e-orp+p-). Both 
methods are complementary approaches: i) yields the branching ‘ratios for 
T-(2s) + 7xb transitions whereas ii) measures the product branching ratios 
for the T(2S) + 7Xa ---) 77T(lS) cascade and therefore with ;) also yields the 
branching ratio B(xb --+ 7T(lS)). 

Inclusive Photon Analysis (Ref. 9) 

The task is to find single, monoenergetic 7's in a complicated multi-hadron 
environment. To achieve this goal a number of cuts are introduced to suppress 
various sources of backgrounds such as charged particles, photons from ?r* de- 
cays and photons whose electromagnetic energy showers are contaminated by 
energy deposits from near-by particles. A photon candidate must be neutral 
&-determined by the chambers, its lateral energy distribution in the crystals 
must agree with what is expected from an electromagnetic shower and it must 
be well separated from other particles. Also it may not form a ~~ with an other 
photon. The overall selection efficiency is cv 13% estimated by Monte Carlo 
studies. 

- - 
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In Fig. 6 the inclusive photon spectrum from the T(2S) is shown. Three 
clearly separated peaks in the region between 100-170 MeV and another around 
430 MeV are visible. The shoulder at 210 MeV is due to misidentified charged 
particles. We interpret the peaks below 170 MeV as the primary transitions 
from the T(2S) to the 3P 2,1,0 states and the structure at 430 MeV as the sec- 
ondary transitions from the 3pZ,~ states to the T(lS).- - s 

0 

1-85 
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Fig. 6. The inclusive photon spectrum from 
hadronic T (2s) decays. 

To extract the signals we fit the spectrum between N 50 and N 650 MeV 
with the sum of the following terms: A fourth order Legendre polynomial (to 
represent the photon background), a charged particle spectrum (to accommo- 
date the punch-through), three Gaussians with their widths given by our reso- 
lution (to describe the signals between 100-170 MeV) and two more Gaussians 
(to describe the Doppler broadened secondary transitions), with their positions 
fixed by the energies of the primary lines and the known T(2S) - T(lS) mass 
difference. 

The fit, shown in Fig. 7, has a confidence level of 72%. The fitted energies, 
number of photons in the peaks and the resulting branching ratios are listed in 
Table II. 

Exclusive Photon Analysis (Ref. 10) 

- The event selection for the reaction T(2S) --+ 77T(lS) + 77(e+e-orp+p-) 
is similar to the hadronic T(2S) --+ 1~*7r*Z+Z- analysis. Four particles are re- 
quired in the Ball. Two of them have to have the signature of the back-to back 
lepton pair (as in the ~*~*ZZ case). The remaining two particles must be neutral 
and have their energy deposited in the crystals as expected from photons. All 
four particles must be well separated from each other. 

7 
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Fig. 7. (a) The fitted part of the pho- 
ton spectrum. The curves represent 
the results of the fit. (b) The same 
distribution after background subtrac- 
tion. 

Events with this topology are subjected to a 2-C kinematic fit to the hy- 
pothesis T(2S) -+ 77l+l-, using energy and momentum conservation. Ii3 A  
total of 282 events pass. 

A plot of ET low (defined as the lowest of the two photon energies) vs. 
the mass difference A M  = &(2Sl - Ml+,-, where Ml+,- is the mass recoiling 
against the two photons, is shown in Fig. 8. Two distinct clusters in ET lo,,, 
are observed in the region of A M  N 560 MeV, which indicates that indeed we 
do measure the photon transitions from the T(2S) to the T(lS). Eliminating 
all events outside the interval 562 f 48 MeV leaves a sample of 58 77ee events 
and 42 77~~ events. The efficiency is calculated by Monte Carlo and is of 
the order of N 20% (depending on spin). In Fig. 9 we plot Er loW for the final 
sample. Also shown is a fit to the two well separated lines, which are interpreted 
to be the transitions to the 3Pz and 3Pr states. Note that in contrast to the 
result from the inclusive reaction there is no indication of a third photon line. 
This is expected as the 3Pe --$7T(lS) t ransition is supposed to be suppressed. 
The fitted number of signal events and the corresponding branching ratios are 
presented in Table II. 

Comparing the photon energies measured in the exclusive channel to the 
ones from the inclusive analysis we find that the results agree within their errors. 

fl3 We only use the directions of the leptons. 
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Fig. 8. Scatter plot of the lowest of the two 
photon energies versus the mass difference 

AM = MT(2s) - Mll. The arrows indicate 
the cut on AM. 
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Fig. 9. Projection pf the signal band in 
Fig. 8 on the Er low axis. The curve 
represents a fit to the data. 
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Hence we can average the two independent results and obtain the values given in 
Table II. Our results are compared with other experiments11~12~13 in Fig.10. All 
four experiments report values for the 3P2,r states that are in agreement with 
each other. For the mass of the 3Po state, however, our results disagree with 
CUSB11s12 and preliminary ARGUS results l3 by about 2 standard deviations14. 
Also indicated are some theoretical predictions’5@~‘7~‘_8. A quantity of interest 
to theorists is the ratio r = j$=&.n4 We obtain r = 0.61 f 0.10. - 
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Fig. 10. Experimental and theoretical values 
for branching ratios of T(2S) h3 P2,1,0 transi- 
tions and masses of the P states as calculated 
from the photon energies. 

- 

H4 We use the inclusive results to calculate r. 
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Table II 
Radiative Transitions of T(2S). 

Combining Inclusive and Exclusive Results 

Photon Energy (MeV) *) Branching Ratio (%) cl 

3p2 108.2 f 1.6 B(3P2 + 7T(lS)) = (28 f 6 f 5)% 

3pl 131.5 f 1.4 B(3Pl + 7T(lS)) = (32 f 6 f 6)% 

3p0 163.8 f 3.1 q3pl) + 7T(lS)) < 4%(9O%C.L.) 
a) The efficiency includes effects from the expected angular distribu- 
tion of the photons. The systematic error is N 20 % in the inclusive 
analysis and N 13% in the exclusive analysis. 
b) Weighted averages. Statistical and systematic errors added in 
quadrature. For the energy of the 3Po transition only the inclusive 
value is available. 
c) Using Bll(T(lS)) = (2.8 f 0.3)? o and the branching ratios for the 
primary transitions measured in the inclusive analysis. 

Spin Determination of the xb States (Ref. 19) 

- In the previous paragraphs we implicitly assumed that the observed photon 
lines correspond to transitions to the xb states as shown in Fig. 1. While these 
assumptions certainly are plausible it is important to measure the spin of the 
states experimentally. 

11 



The uniform acceptance over a large solid angle of the Crystal Ball and 
its good energy and angular resolution allow the study of correlations of the 
two observed 'Y(2S) + 77Z+Z- cascad es, which are almost completely sepa- 
rated in energy. The spins of the xb states are determined from the complete 
angular correlations of the final state particles (including the transverse beam 
polarization). < - e 

_ .The-analysis will be described with the help of Fig. 11, which serves as 
an example of a likelihood test for spin 0 of the line at N 131 MeV (expected 
spin J=l). The Gaussian curves represent predictions of the distributions of 
the test function &ClnWJ=e for Monte Carlo events generated with J=O,1,2. 
(N is the number of events of the = 131 MeV line and WJ is a value of the 
theoretical formula for the full angular correlation function for spin 0 calculated 
from the measured angles). The vertical line is the value of the test function 
for the data. Its distance from the J=O distribution is a measure for the agree- 
ment/disagreement with the spin 0 hypothesis. In this example the confidence 
level for the hypothesis that the state reached by cv 131 MeV photons has J=O 
is (0.00001*,,,,,,) o*oooo7 % and therefore can be ruled out. 

5-85 
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Fig. 11. Likelihood 0 test for the photon 
line at N 131 MeV (expected spin: 1). The 
Gaussian distributions are Monte Carlo pre- 
dictions of the test function under the three 
spin hypotheses. The vertical line is the 
value of the test function for the real data. 

- A similar result is found for the line at E 108 MeV, where the confidence 
level for J=O is (O.l9zt~:~~)%. The data-favor the expected spins of J=2 and J=l 
for the state reached by the rr 108 MeV and zz 131 MeV photons respectively, 
but opposite spin assignments have relatively high probabilities, when each 
transition is considered independently. 
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Once spin 0 is ruled out for both lines one can test for the ‘global’ spin 
assignment of J=2 and J=l for the states reached by the N 108 MeV and 
N 131 MeV photons respectively against the hypothesis J=l and J=2 for the 
states reached by the z 108 MeV and N 131 MeV photons respectively. This 
in effect ‘doubles’ the statistics available for the test. The combination J=2 
and J=l for the states reached by the z 108 MeV and -N 13-I MeV photons 
respectively is favored. The combination J=l and J=2 for the states reached 
by the N 108 MeV and N 131 MeV photons respectively has a probability of 
only 0.6 I$:: % (see Fig. 12). This technique allows only for J 52 values and 
assumes that the states cannot have the same spins. We also assume that only 
dipole transitions (El) occur. 

5-85 
[ xPn(Wz/W,)+ @n (WI/‘+)] /N 

a 5132A4 

Fig. 12. Likelihood ratio test for the com- 
bined data of both lines. The subscript CY 
denotes the line at N 108 MeV, /? stands for 
the line at N 131 MeV. The expected spins 
are J,=2 and Jp=l. 

- 

- - 
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4. Status of the ~(8.3) (Ref. 20) 

In Summer 1984 the Crystal Ball presented evidence for a new state, called 
<, from a study of the inclusive photon spectrum of 10.4pb-’ T(lS) data21. 
A photon line was observed at (1082 f 8 f 21) MeV corresponding to a mass 
of N 8.3 GeV/c2. The branching ratio was found to be B(T(lS) + 7~) . 
a(( + hadrons) = (0.47 f 0.11 f 0.26)%. The signal was substantiated by the 
observation of a second (though less significant) signal at the same mass in a 
statistical independent sample of low-multiplicity T(lS) decays. 

During Autumn 1984 an additional 22.lpb-1 of T(lS) data was accumu- 
lated. The inclusive photon spectrum of this second data set is shown in Fig. 
13. No signal is observed and a fit gives -29f29 events at the expected mass of 
the 5 corresponding to an upper limit of B(T(lS) + 7s) < 0.8~10-3(90%C.L.). 
The low-multiplicity analysis has not yet been completed and will not be dis- 
cussed here. 

200 
I rl 1984 DATA I 1984 DATA 
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+_l.O% of old value 

- 
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Fig. 13. The inclusive 7 spectrum of 
the T(lS) from the 22.lpb-’ taken in Fall 
1984. The best fit is shown with the mean 
constrained to zbl% of that expected from 
the c. 

In order to understand the discrepancy of the two results, extensive quality 
checks of the 1983 and 1984 data sets have been performed by studying known 
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signals such as ?r”, q, Bhabha events, 37 QED events etc.. No significant differ- 
ences are found in the comparison between the two data sets. The tests indicate 
that we should see the c in the 1984 data with mean within *l% and width 
within f5% of the values found in the 1983 data. 

The only difference between 1983 and 1984 data that has been found is 
the uncorrected hadron yield (&). Th e averaged R& for 1983 data is 11.1, 
whereas- the average value for 1984 is 12.2. Together with the DORIS beam 
energy resolution and estimated errors in the Rvis determination this could 
imply a difference of up to 8 MeV in the center of mass energy between the two 
data sets. This could be of some importance considering models22 where the c 
peak is due to a radiative decay of some new state close to the T(lS) mass. We 
estimate that with an 8 MeV shift such models could explain the disappearance 
of the < in the 1984 data if this state is 16-26 MeV above the T(lS) (at 90% 
confidence level). 

However ignoring this possibility, and assuming for the following estimate 
that both data sets are equivalent for studies of T(lS) decays, we combine all 
our T(lS) data and obtain the spectrum shown in Fig. 14. At the < mass the fit 
results in 67f30 events (1.90) giving an upper limit of B(T(lS) + 7~) 2 0.19% 
(9O%C.L.). W or on this problem is continuing. k 

- 
0.75 1.00 1.25 1.50 1.75 

5-85 ENERGY (GeV) 5118A33 

Fig. 14. The inclusive photon spectrum 
from all available T(lS) data. The fit 
shown has the mean constrained to fl% 
of that expected for the c. 
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5. Summary 

In summary the Crystal Ball experiment presents a rather complete mea- 
surement of the transitions from the T(2S) to the T(lS). 

For the hadronic decay T(2S) + mrT(lS) we measure the branching ratios 
and mass distribution of the -7111. system. F - s 

- ‘The radiative decays of the T(2S) to the xb states are measured both in the 
inclusive photon spectrum and via the 77 exclusive cascade and give consistent 
results. The transition to the 3Pc is observed with clear statistical significance. 
A spin analysis of the exclusive reaction yields results consitent with the ex- 
pected spins of the Xb states for El transitions. 

The absence of the 5 in the 1984 data is strong evidence against its existence, 
except for the possibility of beam energy shifts in combination with the existence 
of a new state close to the T(lS) mass from which the c is reached by radiative 
decay. 
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